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Qralenrlar
1910.
The session consists of 38 weeks divided into t hree terms qf equal
length.
First Term begins Wednesday, September 7th.
First Term ends Friday, December Zd.
Second Term begins Monday, December 5th .
Vacation begins Friday, D ecember 23rd.
1911.
School resumes Monday, January 2d.
Bible Institute begins Monday, January 16th.
Bible Institute closes Friday, January 27th.
Second Term ends Friday, March 10th.
Third Term begins Monday, March 13th.
Teachers' Normal begins Tuesday, March 28th.
Day on or before which all subjects fo r Commencement duties must
be submitted, Wednesday, April 12th.
Annual Concert, Friday evening, June 2nd.
Final Program of Literary Societies, Saturday evening, June 3r d .
Class Prayer Meeting, Sunday, June 4, 6:30 p. m.
Baccalaureate Sermon, Sunday evening, June 4, 8 p . m .
Class Day, Monday, June 5, 2 p . m .
Final Program Acme Literary Society, Monday, June 5, 8 p. m .
Annual Business Meeting of the Alumni Association , Tuesday, June
6, 10 a. m.
Annu al Celebration of Alumni Association, Tuesday, June 6, 2 p . m .
Alumni Banquet, Tuesday, June 6, 5 p. m.
Final Music Program, Tuesday, June 6, 8 p. m.
Closing Exercises and Commencement, Wednesday, June 7, 9 a. m.

13narrl nf Trust:e:es
TIME EXPIRES

1916.

,, PETER S. THOMAS ........................... Harrisonburg, Virginia
, CHARLES E. LONG ............................. Penn Laird, Virginia
TIME EXPIRES

1915.

DANIEL C. FLORY .................. R. F. D . 1, Waynesboro, Virginia
JOSEPH M. KAGEY ....................... ........ ... Dayton, Virginia
TIME EXPIRES

1914.

ZACHARIAH ANNON ........................ Thornton, West Virginia
SYDNEY L. BOWMAN ............... .......... Bridgewater, Virginia
TIME EXPIRES

1913 .

SAMUEL M. BOWMAN ........ : .... R. F. D . Linville Depot, Virginia
JAMES A. FRY .................................. Bridgewater, Virginia
TIME EXPIRES

1912.

HIRAM G. MILLER ............................ Bridgewater, Virginia
MILTON H. SHAVER ............................ Mt. Sidney, Virginia
TIME EXPIRES

1911.

DAVID H. ZIGLER ............................... Broadway, Virginia
GEORGE ·s. ARNOLD ...................... Burlington, ~West Virginia

OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.
HIRAM G. MILLER ......................................... President
DAVID H. ZIGLER ............................... First Vice-President
GEORGE S. ARNOLD .....•.................... Second Vice-President .
SIDNEY L. BOWMAN ...................................... Secretary
JAMES A. FRY .............................................. Treasurer
Legal Title:

"The Trustees of Bridgewater College ."
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JOHN S. FLORY, A. M., Ph. D., President.
Mount Morris College; Bridgewater College; Ohio Northern University;
University of Virginia. Formerly Assistant in English Literature in
the University of Virginia.
ENGLISH

AND GERMAN.

JOHN C. MYERS, A. B., A. M.

J

Bridgew ater College; University of Virginia.
MATHEMATICS AND CHEMISTRY.

TULLY S. MOHERMAN, B. Ii>.
Ashland College; Mount Morris College; Juniata College; Wooster University.
PHILOSOPHY AND OLD TESTAMENT LITERATURE.

[On leave of absence for one year.]

ALLAN B. BICKNELL, A. M., Ph. D.
Brown University.
LATIN , GREEK AND FRENCH.

JOHN M. COFFMAN. A. B.
Bridgewater College.
ENGLISH AND MATHEMATICS •

•WILLIAM T. SANGER, A. B., A. M.
Bridgewater College; Indiana University.
HISTORY AND GREEK.
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FACULTY

SAMUEL N. McCANN, B. E.
Juniata College; Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
missionary in India.

Twelve years

NEW TESTAMENT LITERATURE AND MISSIONS.

MICHAEL A. GOOD.
Washington and Lee University.
SCIENCE AND ENGLISH.

OTHO W. THOMAS, B. E.
Bridgewater College; Pierce School; Zanerian Art College .
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT .

CHARLES WILLIAM ROLLER.
Bridgewater College; Peabody Institute; Moody Institute; Oberlin Conservatory of Music; Private student of D. A. Clippinger and Fred W .
Root.
CHORUS, HARMONY

AND

ORGAN.

WILLIAM Z. FLETCHER.
Verda College; Bridgewater College; Wilcox Harmony Studio; Fred W .
Root's Voice Studio and J.B. Trowbridge; Roanoke School of Music.
VOICE AND VIOLIN .

S. MARIE MYERS.
Graduate Student of Howard L. Bensen; Peabody Conservatory of Music .
PIANO .

LINA E. SANGER.
Valley Seminary; Shenandoah Institute; Bridgewater College; Chicago
University.
SCIENCE AND LA TIN.
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ATHA M. SPITZER.
Bridgewater College; University of Virginia Summer School.
ASSISTANT IN PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT.

W. STANLEY MYERS.
Pennsylvania State Normal; Blue Ridge College; Bridgewater College.
ASSISTANT IN LATIN.

LILLIE B. BAYLY.
Broaddus Co11 ege; Chicago School of Elocution.
ELOCUTION.

MRS. M. A. GOOD.
MATRON.

SIDNEY L. BOWMAN.
SECRETARY-TREASURER.

FRED P. MYERS.
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN.

HOWARD L. ALLEY.
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN.

ELLA E. MILLER.
ASSIST ANT LIBRARIAN.

<ff£n£ra1 !lnfnrmatinn
OCATION.-Bridgewater College is situated
in the suburbs of Bridgewater, Virginia, a thriving
town of about one thousand inhabitants, on the
Chesapeake-Western Railroad, 20 miles north of
Staunton and 145 miles south of Washington, D .
C. Students coming over the Norfolk and Western to Bridgewater change at Elkton, those over the Baltimore and Ohio or Southern change at Harrisonburg. This
is one of the most beautiful and fertile parts of the great
Shenandoah Valley, in the highlands of Virginia. It is
over twelve hundred feet above the sea level. The most
eastern range of the Alleghanies stretches blue and beautiful in the distant western horizon, while gleams of the Blue
Ridge, twenty miles eastward, now and then rise to view.
The College grounds comprise about thirteen acres ,
and being well elevated are well drained and insure dryness
and healthfulness at all seasons.
The College has at present six large bu ildings and a
central heating plant.
STANLEY HALL, erected in 1889, is the chief home of
the Preparatory Department , and it also contains the Commercial and ~horthand and Music Depar tments. Its recitation rooms are equipped with new, modern, tablet-arm settees and other modern furniture. The Commercial Department has well-arranged banks , and exchange and
practice offices. The typewriters have a good room and
late, modern machines. Here are also the light and cheerful music studios, and the organ and piano-practice rooms,
besides large rooms for vocal classes, harmony, music, history, etc. This building also contains the Assembly Hall
or Chapel, with a seating capacity of nearly three hundred.
FOUNDERS' HALL was completed in 1904, and is
equipped throughout with new, modern furniture. In it
are the College offices, the large well-lighted Library, the
recitation rooms for higher Mathematics, English and
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Modern Languages, Greek and Latin, Biblical subjects and
History, the Chemical and Physical Laboratories and Storage room, the Museum and the Victorian and Virginia Lee
Literary Society Halls.
THE LADIES' DORMITORY was erected in 1905. This
is a splendid modern brick structure, with well-lighted,
comfortable rooms, baths, etc., and large parlor. The
rooms are carpeted, and each is furnished with a handsome suit of oak furniture, consisting of dresser, commode,
table and chairs, and an iron bed with springs and mattress.
At least one professor and his wife reside in the building
and take the kindliest care of the young ladies.
THE WHITE HousE, erected in 1888, contains at present the college dining hall, kitchen, store rooms, steward's
rooms 1 etc., a music studio and music-practice rooms. The
entire second story of the building is divided into rooms
for young men.
GvMNASIUM. - The gymnasium was built in 1908. It
is a substantial brick building of two stories. When completed the lower story will afford abundant room for baths
and lockers. The second story is high, well-lighted and
without obstruction, and thus affords excellent opportunity
for both individual and class drill in systematic physical
exercise. It is expected that these classes will prove
an important means of strengthening the health of our student body, and make the too often heard "break down" of
many best students an experience of the past only.
W ARDO HALL, a dormitory for young men is now in
process of erection. Work was begun on it early in April
and it is expected to be ready for occupancy by the opening
of next session in September. It is constructed of native
brick and concrete, and will be modern and complete in all
of its appointments. The three stories above the basement
will provide rooms for about seventy young men. The
rooms will be of ample size, and well lighted and ventilated.
The furnishing will be modern and comfortable. The
building will be heated with steam from the central plant,
and will be lighted with electricity or gas.

INFORMATION
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CENTRAL HEATING PLANT was completed in 1906.
All the building-s are heated oy steam from this plant.
THE ATHLETIC FIELD .- Comprises three acres and
provides ample room for baseball, and several basket ball
courts. It was added in 1904. Other parts of the campus
affords ample tennis courts.
WATER fresh and abundant is supplied to
buildings.

all the

LIBRARY.-The College Library contains about five
thousand volumes . Besides, each of the literary societies
bas its own library, as do the Mission Society and the
Bible Departm ent . These! additions augment the number
of volumes to about 6,000 . All these are accessible to our
students, who are encouraged to broaden and deepen their
knowledge by as much research as possible. A library official is in the library from 8 to 11 a . m., and from 1 to 4 p .
m., each work day. Friends ofthe College are earnestly urged
to assist in enlarging the librar y by donating either books or money.
All such contributions will be labeled with the donor 's name .
For a list of the donations made during the past session see
a later pag e .
LABORATORIES.- The fact that the natural sciences can
not be taught successfully without the aid of laboratories
bas not been overlooked by the promoters of the College .
The Chemical and Physical laboratories are located in Founders' Hall and contain fairly good working outfits for practical exercises in these subjects. The Geological and Biological laboratory is at present situated in Stanley Hall.
Through the generosity of numerous friends the equipment
of this laboratory has been very materially increased. The
additions consist of a number of high grade microscopes
and various other biological apparatus and material. No
less important additions have been made to the working
outfits for Geology, Meteorology, Physical Geography and
Mineralogy.
MUSEUM.- Through the benevolence of :friends and
patrons, and partly by purchase , the College has been enabled to secure a very useful collection of minerals , fossils
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natural curios, &c. The cases now contain hundreds of
specimens which are of great value in the study of natural
sciences. A good sized room in Founders' Hall has been
set apart for this department of science, and the attention
of the friends of the College is kindly called to the further
needs of the Museum. Specimens of ores, petrified leaves,
fossils, sand stones, coals, slates, marbles, granite, etc., are
found in many localities, and can be collected at a small
cost. On being donated they will be labeled with the
donor's name and address, and will remain a permanent
memorial of his thoughtful care and benevolence. For list
of recent donations see a later page.
LITERARY SocmTms.-Well-conducted literary societies are most valuable adjuncts to practical education.
Emergencies are constantly arising in life when it is necessary to speak or read in public. Power to do this clearly
and forcibly is attained only by practice. The Virginia
Lee and Victorian are two carefully conducted literary societies under the supervision of the Faculty, meeting on
Friday -evenings in their respective halls. From the two
societies, students of sufficient merit and advancement are
promoted to the Acme Society on the recommendation of
the Faculty. All this work is intended to cultivate a taste
for the best literature and for chaste and strong methods of
expression. Special public programs are occasionally
given. Each society has its own hall, well furnished.
Prizes are awarded to successful contestants in reading and
oratory.
MISSIONARY SocrnTY.-This society devotes one hour
each week to the study of missions abroad or at home. It
also provides a scholarship.
PUBLICATIONS.-The publications of the college are:
(1) The Philomathean Monthly, (2) College Life, (3) 1he Annual Catalogue and ( 4) Frequent Special Circulars. 'Ihe
Philomathean Monthly is a modest journal of pure literature
published by the literary societies. Its aim is twofold:
First, to offer a medium for the preservation, in permanent
form, of the best thought of the members, and for the cultivation of a chaste and graceful literary style; and second,
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to unite in kindly remembrance and active interest all
members of the societies, old and new. College Life, a
quarterly, is conducted chiefly by members of the Faculty.
It aims to encourage young men and young women everywhere to secure as good education as possible, and to keep
the alumni and other friends of the institution in closest
and most cordial touch with the needs and progress of the
College. 'Ihe Annual Catalogue and the Special Circulars
give such information as their names imply.
GovERNMENT.-All those who apply for admission as
students of the Col1ege are presumed to be ladies and gentlemen . They are urged to carefully inspect their own
conduct, to aim constantly at higher ideals in deportment
as well as in morals. A few simple regulations, believed
to be mutually helpful to all, are prescribed, to which all
students are expected to yield a prompt, ready obedience.
It is the earnest wish of the .Faculty to assist students in
every way, and to be regarded as their steadfast friends.
Yet whenever for any reason we are satisfied that the presence of any student is injurious to his fellows or the school,
we shall refund the proportionate part of his fees and require
his withdrawal.
GRADUATION .-The degrees of Bachelor of English
(B. E . ), Bachelor of Arts (B. A.) and Master of Arts (M .
A.) are conferred by the College for work done and on the
following conditions :
To attain the B. E. degree the student must complete
the work of the English-Scientific Course, (College Preparatory Course) passing each subject at a grade of not less
than 80 per cent. and prepare an oration which after being
accepted he shall deliver on graduation day if requested by
the Faculty to do so.
For the B. A . degree the student must complete sixteen college courses at a grade of not less than 80 per cent.
on any course . All the work of the senior year and part of
that of the junior year is elective. The candidate for this
degree must also prepare an oration on a subject approved
by the faculty, which he shall deliver on the occasion of his
graduation.
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The M. A . degree is conferred on B. A. graduates of
Bridgewater College only. To attain this degree the student must complete four college courses, chosen with the
approval of the faculty from the group of electives, none of
which were counted for the B. A. degree, or do an equivalent amount of graduate work in special departments. He
must pass each course at a grade of not less than 80 per
cent., and prepare a suitable dissertation or oration, which
he may be called upon to defend or deliver as a prerequisite
of receiving the degree.
The M. A. degree may also be conferred upon persons, who, after attaining the B. A. degree here, continue
their work in the graduate department of a college or university of high standing fo:':" at least one full session, and
complete their work to the satisfaction of the faculty of this
institution.
No honorary degree has ever been conferred by
Bridgewater College.
ENDOWMENT.- A liberal endowment aids a college in a
number of ways. In the first place, it makes it possible to
secure the best teachers. Again, it secures time and incentive for the professor whose chair is endowed to pursue original investigations, so as to keep himself constantly in the
fore front of his profession. Moreover, when an institution
is endowed it is possible to reduce the tuition fees, or, if fully
endowed, to remit them altogether. No institution can
prosper from the income of tuition alone. Endowments are
essential to the maintenance of a high grade of work. The
College has made a respectable beginning towards a permanent endowment fund, but the funds in hand should be
largely increased at the earliest possible moment.
T4e following form of bequest should be used:
''I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Bridgewater College the
sum of .................. Dollars ($ .... . ... ), which shall be used for the
followin g purpose, to-wit (here describe the purpose for which it shall be
applied).
(Name) ................... .. ....... (Seal)."
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES are prov1ded as follows :
MISSIONARY SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP.-A scholarship
worth $50 is given each year by the Missionary Society of
the College to some worthy student in the Bible Department.
ALUMNI ScHOLARSHIP.-The Alumni Association of
the College has provided for scholarships in the different
departments. Considerable endowment has been given to
th{s end.
Washington and Lee University offers a B. A. graduate
of Bridgewater College a scholarship in the graduate school,
who becomes a candidate for the M. A. degree, or enters
the Department of Engineering.
SOCIETY PRIZES.- The Victorian and the Virginia Lee
1i terary societies offer each two prizes to their best declaimer
and reciter, respectively.
MAGAZINE PRiZEs.-'The Philomathean Monthly has offered three prizes to the contributors :-one for the best poem,
one for the best essay and one for the best story contributed
by a student during the session.
MISCELLANEOUS. - No student will be permitted to
board out of College, except by permission of the President
and at boarding houses regularly licensed by the College.
All students who board in ·or near the College are required to attend Chapel regularly each school day. Each
boarding student is expected to attend a college Bible class
each Sabbath and preaching in Chapel Sabbath evening.
Students will furnish their own towels , napkins, window curtains and an extra pair of blankets for winter use.
Students are responsible for damage to furniture and
buildings caused by them. They will be charged pro rata
for all damages not individually accounted for.
Running, whistling, scuffling, loud talking or any other
rude or boisterous conduct in the buildings is not expected.
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The use of tobacco in the buildings or on or near the
grounds and profane language are forbidden. The handling or use of intoxicants debars a student.
Athletic exercises are encouraged among the students;
but the athletic teams do not engage in contest games with
other institutions.
Students should have "College" written on all letters
and packages sent them, to insure prompt delivery.
Members of the Church of the Brethren are expected
to observe its usage in plainness of dress, and to bring
their letters and become members of the church here
during college residence .
Bridgewater College does not permit secret societies
among her students.
At the ringing of the bell for study, students shall immediately repair to their rooms. At the retiring bell they
shall put out their lights and retire promptly.
Students must be prompt and regular in attendance
upon their classes. Permission to be absent should be
obtained before the absence occurs.
The College Bookstore handles all books used in the
College. That they may be sold cheaply cash must be
paid; othewise 10 per cent. is added.
All boarding students are required to take gymnasium
work under the Instructor. All others, ladies and gentlemen, may have the same privilege on payment of the fee
and enrollment with the Instructor. Separate classes.
To every student the Faculty extends a hearty welcome.
Come with the determination to study hard and to make
improvement your first and great object. Be patient, hopeful, good-natured, energetic, industrious and persevering.
All correspondence and applications for catalogues;
circulars, &c., should be addressed to the President.
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GENERAL EXPENSES.
Board (including steam heat, light and furnished room), per term

$36.00 to $40.00; per month, $12.50 to $14.00.

Day student's room, with steam heat, $1.00 per month. Laundry
(approximately), 75 cents per month.
Maticulation fee, paid but once per session, and not refunded, $2.00.
Library Fee (paid by all students and used only for purchase or
rebinding of books) 50 cents per term or fraction of a term.
Gymnasium Fee, $1.00 per term.
Contingent deposit, unused part to be refunded, $3 .00.
The above boarding rates are computed on the basis of two students
in a room. Students who desire to room alone will add $2 .00 per month
to the above rates.
Students will not be permitted to board themselves in the college
dormitories.
All payments are due one term in advance.

~:el:ert

a Qfa:rurs:e

Every student should select a course. It is infinitely
better to begin one's studies and school life with some
definite course in view than to work without a plan. ~~:. Often
months of precious time are nearly squandered by students
because they have no definite idea what plan to pursue· in
education.
The following courses are offered :

I.

DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE:
A.

COLLEGE:

1. Graduate Course.
2. B. A. Course.

B.

ACADEMY:

1. College Preparatory Course .
2. Agricultural Course.
3. Teachers' Normal.

II.

BIBLE DEPARTMENT:

1. The Course.
2. Special Institute.

III.

MUSIC DEPARTMENT:

1. Music Teachers' Course.
2. Voice Culture Course.
3. Piano Course.

IV.

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT :

1. Business Course.
2. Shorthand and Typewriting Course.
3. Combined Course.

r;r~£

Qinl1£g£

TERMS OF ADMISSION.
'TUDENTS are admitted to this course: First, by a
diploma from our own Academy; Second, by examination; third by giving satisfactory evidence of
having done the necessary preparatory work elsewhere. No student will be admitted to these
classes who does not show sufficient evidence of scholarship to justify such admittance, and who is not at least sixteen years of age.
For admission to the College the student must offer
fourteen units as specified below. By a unit is meant the
equivalent of one study reciting five times a week through
a session of at least thirty-six weeks, the recitation periods
being not less than forty minutes in length.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.

The entrance requirements as given in our Preparatory
Department will be found on page 19 of this catalogue.
When this work is done elsewhere it must conform to these
standards. The fourteen units must be chosen from the
following :
ENGLISH.

English AL-Advanced Grammar and Grammatical Analysis. This work must give evidence of an accurate knowledge
of the structure of English sentences, including capitalization and punctuation, and must be correct in spelling.
English A2.-Elementary Rhetoric and Composition. The
work covers Style and Invention. It should shew a general
knowledge of literary form, the use of the simpler figures
of speech and paragraphing.
English A 3.-Literature. The specimens for reading
are comprised under two groups, one for careful study and
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practice, the other for reading. The works of the former
group are read in class under the direction of the instructor
and analyzed and discussed. The second group are read
as parallel work by the student out of class.
1. For Study and Practice. The following are prescribed for the year 1010-11. Shakespeare's Macbeth;
Milton's L,Allegro, Il Penseroso, Comus, and Sycidas; Burke's
Speech on Conciliation; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Carlyle's
Essay on Burns; Washington's Farewell Address; and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration.
2. For reading. A list of fifty works in given, representing the best of drama, prose and poetry produced in
England and America. From this list the student chooses
twelve, upon which he reports from time to time to his
instructor.
3. History of Literatur e . The entire field of English
and American Literature is traversed on the basis of such
texts as Halleck's English and Matthew's introduction to
American Literature.
MATHEMATICS .

Mathematics AL-Algebra to Quadratic Equations.
Mathematics A2.-Plane Geometry.
{Advanced Algebra through Pro. A3
M a th ema t 1cs
..
S o l'd
gress10ns.
1 G eometry.
LATIN .

Latin AL-Latin Elements, Grammar and Composition, and easy reading.
Latin A2.-Caesar, Books I-IV, with grammar and
Exercises.
Latin A3.-Cicero's Four Orations against Cataline
and two others; Exercises and Grammar.
Latin A4.-Virgil's Aeneid, Books I-VI; Exercises
and Grammar.
GREEK.

Greek AL-White's First Greek Book; Xenophon's
Anabasis Book I; Exercises.
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Greek A2-Xenophon's Anabasis Books II, III, IV;
Exercises and Grammar.
Greek A3.-Homer's Iliad Books I-IV (omitting catalogue of ships); Grammar and Composition.
The first and second years of Greek may be substituted
for the third and fourth years of Latin.
GERMAN.

German AL-Joynes-Meissner's Grammar, Part I.
Exercises ; Reading of about 150 pages of graded text.
German A2.-Grammar reviewed, and reading of
about 400 pages of elementary and intermediate German
text, including prose and poetry.
FRENCH.

French AL-Whitney's French Grammar, Part I; Exercises; Super's French Reader; Merimee's Columba, &c.,
making about 200 pages of easy French prose . .
French A2-Whitney's French Grammar, Part II;
Dumas' Monte-Cristo and texts of like grade, making about
400 pages of prose and drama.
French may be submitted for German.
SCIENCE.

.
Al
{Physical Geography.
S c1ence
Phys10
. Jogy.
.ScienceA2.-Physics, with laboratory exercises.
.
A 3.- {Botany.
Sc1ence
zoo1ogy.
HISTORY.

History AL-American.
History A2.-General.
History A3.- Medieval and Modern.
REQUIRED UNITS.

English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 units
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
''
Language ................................. 4
Science.................................... 1
History. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
''
Additional, chosen by candidate . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 units .
4
''

14 units.
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CONDITIONAL ENTRANCE.

A student offering the above ten required units will be
allowed conditional admission, the condition being that he
be required to make up the other four units before his s'e nior
year.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B. A. DEGREE.

To receive the B. A. degree from Bridgewater College
the student must complete sixteen college courses. By a
course is menat one subject reciting from three to five hours
a week through a session of thirty-eight weeks. Of these
sixteen courses eleven are required and five elective.
The following arrangement of studies is recommended:
FRESHMAN YEAR.

English Language Bl or B2,
German Bl,

Mathematics Bl,
Latin Bl,

SOPHOMORE YEAR.

English Literature Bl or B2,
Latin B2,

Mathematics B2,
History Bl.

J UNIOR YEAR.

Geology Bl or B2,
Philosophy B,
Chemistry Bl,

One elective from the
Elect~ve Group.

SENIOR YEAR.

Four electives from the Elective Group.
ELECTIVE GROUP.

English Language B3,
English Literature B3,
History B2,
Geology 3,
Geology 4,
German B2,
French Bl,
French B2,
Mathematics B3,
Mathematics B4,
Greek B4.

Physics Bl,
Physics B2,
Chemistry B2,
Biology B,
Astronomy B,
Latin B3,
Latin B4,
Greek Bl,
Greek B2,
Greek B3,

COLLEGE
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SUBJECTS.
I. ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

BL-Advanced Rhetoric.-This course presupposes a
ready knowledge of the elements of Rhetoric. The regular
college preparatory course or its equivalent will be required
for admission.
Fall Term.-Genung's Working Principles of Rhetoric.
Winter Term.-Genung's Working Principles of Rhetoric, continued.
Spring Term.-Genung's Working Principles of Rhetoric, completed.
Johnson's Forms of English Poetry.

Themes, Essays, Orations, and Readings throughout
the course.

B2- .Angle Saxon.-This course is designed as a means
of acquiring an intelligent understanding of English, chiefly
on the philological side. The student is introduced to the
history of the language and the origin and formation of
words. The rudiments of Anglo-Saxon grammar are given
special attention in the early part of the cours~. While the
work is arranged so as to emphasize the language side of
the study, an effort is also made to appreciate the artistic
elements, both in prose and verse, of our earliest English
literature. The principles of Anglo-Saxon syntax, the laws
of scansion and the various verse forms are duly explained.
Fall Term.-Sweet's Anglo-Saxon Primer; Greenough and Kittridge's Words and their Ways in English Speech.
Winter Term.-Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, prose; Greenough and
Kittridge, continued.
Spring Term.-Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, poetry; Greenough
and Kittridge, completed.

This course and Class Bl each fulfill the requirements
in English Language for the B. A. degree.

B3.-.Anglo-Saxon-This is an advanced course to which
Class B2 or its equivalent is a necessary preparation. In
this course, Teutonic Philology is emphasized, Anglo-Saxon
is continued, and the student is introduced to Middle English poetry.
Fall Term.-Kent's Elene; Skeat's Principles of English Ety:nology,
Part I; Skeat's Specimens of early English, Part II.
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Winter Term.-Harrison and Sharp's Beowulf; Skeat's Principles,
continued; Skeat's Specimens, completed.
Spring Term.-Harrison and Sharp's Beowulf, completed; Skeat's
Principles, completed; Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's Tale.
II. ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Three courses are offered in this group. The college
preparatory course in Literature, or its equivalent is required for entrance.
BL-Fall Term.-ElizabethanDrama; Study of the period; Specimens
of the Pre-Shakespearean Drama; Selected plays of Shakespeare.
W inter Term.-Eighteenth Century Prose; Study of the period; Lives
and works of the prose writers from Addison to Dr. Johnson.
Spring Term.-Nineteenth Century Poetry; Study of the period; Page's
British Poets of the Nineteenth Century.
B2.-Fall Term.-Epic and Lyric Poetry to the Death o.I Milton; Study
of the period; The Elizabethan Lyrics; Milton's Epics and Lyrics.
Winter Term.-Rise and Develotnnent ofFiction; Study of the period;
Cross' Developme.nt of the English Novel; Works of the chief authors.
Spring Term.-American Literature,· Abernethy's American Literature; Page's The Chief American Poets.

This course and Class Bl will be given in alternate
years. Either fulfills the requirements in Literature for
the B. A. Degree.
B3.-Fall Term- The Renaissance,· Study of the movement, together
with sperimens of the various forms of Literature in which it resulted.
Winter Term.-Classicism; Study of the movement; Detailed study
of classic poetry and the classic drama.
Spring Term. - Romanticism; Phelps' English Romantic Movement;
Works of the chief romantic poets to Burns.

This course is open only to students who have completed Class Bl or Class B2 or their equivalent.
PHILOSOPHY.

B.-This course is open only to students who have satisfactorily completed the college preparatory course or who
give evidence of sufficient mental maturity to carry the
work. The fall term will be given to a study of Creighton's
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An Introductory Logic; the winter term to Bowne's Intro-·
auction to Psychological Theory ; and the spring term to
McKenzie's Manual of Ethics.
The text in logic contains an abundance of practical
exercises. Each member of the class will be required to
write an extended paper on some assigned subject to be
read and criticised in class in both psychology and ethics.
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCE.

Bl.-In this course texts of histories of the Oriental
Nations and Greece; Rome: Its Rise and Fall; Middle
Ages will be used. Each member of the Class will be expected to report in class each term on at least three as~ign~d
topics to do a reasonabe amount of collateral readmg m
addition to filling in a series of blank maps.
B2.-The first term the class will study Myers' Modern
Age , prepare class reports a.nd fill in blank maps as in
course Bl. The second term will be devoted to the study
of Economics , and in addition each member will prepare
several extended class reports on vital economic topics.
The third term will be devoted to the study of Sociology
and each member will be required to do extensive library
reading on assigned topics and prepare class reports.
Classes Bl and B2 given in alternate years only~ Bl
will be given in 1910- 11.
MODERN LANGUAGES.

The school of Modern Languages includes German and
French. In each two courses are offered.
GERMAN.
BL-Fall Term.-J oynes-Meissner's German Grammar; Stein's Exercises I.; Hosmer's History of German Literature; Stern's Geschichten
vom Rhein.
Winter Term. - Joynes-Meissner's Grammar; Stein's Exercises I.;
Hosrner ' s History of German Literature; Freytag's Die Journalisten;
Keller's Legenden .
Spring Terrn.-Joynes-Melssner' s Grammar; Stein's Exercises I.;
Hosmer's Literature; Schiller ' s Willhelm Tell; Lessing's Minna von
Barnhelm.
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B2.--'-Fall Term.-Bierwirth's or Whitney's Grammar; Stein's Exercises; Francke's History of German Literature; Schiller's Maria Stuart·
Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea.
'
Winter Term.-Bierwirth's or Whitney's Grammar; Stein's Exercises; Francke 's German Literature; Scheffel's Ekkehard; Heine's Die
Harzreise.
Spring Term.-Bierwirtb 16 or Whitney's Grammar; Stein's Exercises; Francke's German Literature; Schiller's Maid of Orleans; Kleist's
Prinz Fredrich von Hamburg; Grilparzer's Sappho.
FRENCH.
BL-Fall Term.-Whitney's French Grammar Reviewed, Mairet's
La Tache du Petit Pierre, Corneille's Le Cid.
Winter Term .-Dumas's Excursions sur les Bords du Rhine, Canfield's French Lyrics.
Spring Term . - Hugo's Hernani, Saintsbury's French Literature.
Exercises weekly throughout the course. Five times a week.
B2. -Fall Term.--Lamartine's Scenes de la Revolution Francaise,
Sand's La Petite Fadette.
Winter Term.-Balzac's Eug-enie Grandet, Theirs's Expedition de
Bonaparte in Egypt.
Spring Term .- Bruno's Tour de la France par deux enfants, Racine's
Athalie, Saintsbury's Fi;ench Literature, Exercises weekly. Five
times a week. Authors read varied from year to year.

Classes Bl and B2 given in alternate years at present.
MATHEMATICS.

BL-Advanced Algebra and Solid Geometr)· .- This course
includes Advanced Algebra and Solid Geometry.
The
Algebra begins with Quadratic Equations and ends with
the Theory of Equations. This course is open to students
who have completed the college preparatory course or its
equivalent.
·
Algebra will be studied during the first two terms, and
Solid Geometry during the third term.
TEXTS: Wells' Advanced Course in Algebra; Wells' Solid Geometry.

B2.- Trigonometry and Analytic Geometry.-The first term
of this year is given to Plane and Spherical Trigonometry,
and the second and third terms to Analytic Geometry.
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Students who hav~ completed Class Bl or its equivalent will
be admitted to this class.
TEXTS : W ells ' Pla ne and Spherical Trigonometry, Nichol's Analytic
Geometry.

B3.-Calculus and Surveying.-This class devotes three
months t0 Differential Calculus and three months to plane
Surveying. In Surveying, the class gives at least three
hours a week to practical field work, and, before the work
is completed, each stndent must be,able to do accnrate surveying. St~dents wh? have c~mpleted Class B2 or its
equivalent will be admitted to this class.
TEXTS : Osborne 's D ifferent ial
Plane Surveying.

and Int r e g-al Calculus; Carhart ' s

B4 .-Graduate Course.-This course is open to students
who have competed all the above B classes or their equivalents. This work is intended for those who want to specialize in Mathematics .
The year will be given to the study of Solid Analytic
Geometry, Advanced Calculus and Differential Equations .
TEXTS:

Charles S mith ' s Solid Geom etry; E chols ' Differential and

Integral Calculus .
PHYSICS .

Bl.-General Physics.-This course requires a good
working knowledge of Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry,
Trigonometry, and Analytic Geometry.
A carefully
graded course of experiments must be performed by each
student.
TEXTS: Car hart's University Physics, or Hast ings and
General Physics.

Beach's

B2.-Sound aud Light.-This course is taken up with a
careful study of Sound and Light. One term will be given
to Sound and two terms to Light. Students who undertake the course must have a knowledge of Mathematics
equivalent to that required to pass .Class B3 in this College.
Suitable texts will be announced when the class is
organized.
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CHEMISTRY .

Bl.-General Chemistry .-This class devotes three terms
t o the study of General Chemistry. Much attention is given
t o laboratory work. Each student must perform about one
h undred and fifty experiments . This course aims to cover
t he subject of General Chemistry in a thorough manner.
• TEXTS :

Remsen's College Chemistry .

B2.-Industrial Chemistry .-This course will be given
to the study of Chemistry as applied to purposes of mankind . It is a subject of absorbing interest to the student
of Chemistry. The course begins with a study of the processes by which metals are extracted from their ores.
T hen follows the study of the manufacture of chemicals, of
porcelain ware, of leather, of soap,of paper, of cotton goods,
of sugar and of a number of other articles which have so
much to do with our comfort and happiness. Students who
enter this class must have a good knowledge of General
Chemistry .
TEXTS: Remsen's Organic Chemistry; F . H. T h orp 's Outlines of
I ndustrial Chemistry .
GEOLOGY.

BL-Physiography and Geography.-The lands, the atmosphere and the oceans are the subjects of study. Regional investigations of various physiographic and topographic provinces of the United States followed by a review
of the regions of the world involving an areal study of
each continent and its several countries, their geology,
topography, hydrography, soil, climate, resources, population, industries, government, and so forth. Ample laboratory and field exercises are demanded. Five times a week
througout the year.
B2.-Geolov.-The course is intended to impart such
a knowledge of geology as should be possessed by every
well educated man. It aims to give an elementary survey
of dynamic, structural, physiographic, and historical geology, and a reasonably full knowledge of minerals, rocks,
and fossils, and to familiarize the student with the nature of
the field covered by geological study. A general introduc-
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tion is given to mineralogy, and special attention to the
physiographic geology of the United States. An elementary knowledge of physics. and chemistry is necessary.
Extensive laboratory exercises and much field work are
required. Five times a week throughout the year.

B3.-Mineralogy.-This is a special course in elementary mineralogy. The work includes lectures, quizzes, and
laboratory exercises. It is the purpose of the course to
give a thorough, fundamental conception of the elements of
mineralogy. Five times a week throughout the year.
B4.-Graduate Course.-The nature of this course will
vary, depending on the needs and desires of the class. The
work may investigate the following subjects: either (I)
Practical Geology, including some advanced work in structural geology and topographic and geologic mapping; or
(2) elementary Eeconomic Geology; or (3) Optical Mineralogy and Petrography. Not more than one of these three
subjects will be given in any one year.
The situation of the college affords exceptional opportunies for field work, being in the heart of the Shenandoah
Valley in the highlands of Virginia~ and in easy reach of
both the Old and the New Appalachians which illustrate a
large variety of geologic and physiographic processes.
BIOLOGY.

B.-General Biology.-Tbe time given to this study is
one year, with two recitations and four hours laboratory
work each week. The study begins with protoplasm and
the life phenomena of the cell, and advances by gradual
steps to the higher forms.
The College has recently
increased its facilities for biological work by the purchase
of a number of new microscopes and other apparatus for the
laboratory. This course is required of students taking the
course in Agriculture.
ASTRONOMY.

B.-Mathematical Astronomy.-The aim of this course
is to give such knowledge of the subject as every well-informed person should have. Young's General Astronomy
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is used as a text. Historical, descriptive, physical, spherical and practical Astronomy are discussed; as well as the
principles and laws of the science, the theory of orbits, and
a general study of the problems of Longitude, Latitude,
Eclipses, Time and Tides. This course may be elected by
juniors or seniors.
LATIN.

BL-Livy, selections from Books I , XXI and XXII;
Cicero, De Senectute; Virgil, Bucolics; Prose Composition;
Studies in Roman Literature. Five times i week. Required of Freshmen.
TEXTS: Lord's Livy; Kelsey's Cicero De .Senectute ; Allen and
Greenough's Virgil's Bucolics and Georgics; Bender's Roman Literature;
Allen and Greenough's Latin Grammar, Revised Edition; Mather and
Wheeler's Latin Prose Writing; Loius's Elementary Latin Dictionary,
preferred.

B2. - Horace, Satires and selected Epistles; Juvenal,
the principal satires; Cicero, De Amicitia; Prose Composition; Private life of the Romans. Five times a week.
Required of Sophomores.
TEXTS: Chase and Stuart's Horace; Leverett's or Wright's Juvenal;
Kelsey's or Bennett' s Cicero's De Amicitia ; Preston and Dodge's Private
Life of the Romans; Allen and Greenough's Latin Grammar.

B3.- Tacitus, Historice; Horace, Odes and Epodes;
Selected Letters of Pliny; Prose Composition; Latin
Scansion. Five times a week. Elective .
TEXTS: Teubner's Tacitus; Smith's Horace; Montague's or Westcott's Select Epistles of Pliny; Lane's Latin Grammar; Eaton's Latin
Prose; Latin Meters .

B4.-Seneca, Epistles ; Plautus, Miles Gloriosus ;
Terence, Phormio ; Martial, select Epigrams ; TheRoman
Satura, Remnants of Early Latin; Prose Composition.
Five times a week. Elective.
TEXTS: Hurst and Whit ing's sen:eca; Tyrell's Miles Gloriosus and
Lindsay's Captivi of Plautus; Wagner's Terence; Stephenson's Martial;
Allen's Remnants; Nettleship 's The Roman Satura; Latin Meters ; Lectures.
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GREEK.

Bl.-Lysias, six orations; Herodotus, Book VII; Homer selections from Iliad or Odyssey; Plato, Enthyphro;
Pro~e Composition.
Five times a week. Required of
Freshmen who elect Greek.
TEXTS : Bristol's Lysias; Keep's Herodotus ; Perrin and Seymour's
Homer ' s Odyssey; Heidel 's Plato 's Euthyphro; Higley's Greek Composition; Jebb's Greek Literature; Hadley-Allen's Greek Grammar; Liddell
and Scott's Intermediate Greek Lexicon .

B2.-Xenophon, Merrwrabilia, Books I and II; Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound; Demosthenes, DeCorona; Prose
Composition; Grammar reviewed.
TEXTS: Winan's Xenophon's Memorabilia of Socrates; Mather's
Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound; D'Ooge's Demosthenes on the Crown;
Sidgwick's Prose Composition; Goodwin's Moods and Tenses of the
Greek Verb; Mahaffy's Old Greek Life.

B3.-Euripides, the Bacchae; Thucydides, Book I;
Sophocles, Antigone.
TEXTS: Beckwith's Euripides' Bacchantes ; Morris's Thucydides;
Humphrey's Sophocles' Antigone; Haigh's Attic Theater; Rogue's
Irregular Verbs of Attic Prose; Sidgwick's Prose Composition.

B4.-Demosthenes, Phillipics ; Aristophanes, The
Clouds; Aeschines, Against Ctesiphon; Jebb's Attic Orators;
Greek Literature. Prose Composition.
TEXTS: Teubner's Demosthenes, Vols. I and II; Humphreys'
Clouds of Aristophanes; Richardson's Aeschines against Ctesiphon;
Jebb's Attic Orators; Goodwin's Moods and Tenses.

COLLEGE-TUITION.
Term (in adva:nce) .............................................. . $18.50
Month (in advance) . .. .......... .. ........... ... . . ........... .. . .
7.00
Laboratory Fee, Chemical or Geological, each ........ . ....... . .. .
6.00
Diploma Fee, B. A ............... ·-· ............................. .
5.00
Diploma Fee, M. A ........... ... ....... . .... ..... . ..... . .. ..... . 10.00

COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSE.
FIRST YEAR .

Fall 1erm.- English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Political Geograpy, Orthography.

Winter Term.-English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Civics, Penmanship.
Spring Term. - English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Elocution, Drawing.
SECOND YEAR .

Falt Term. - English A2, Mathematics Al, Latin A2,
Science Al.

Winter Term.-English Al, Mathematics Al, Latin A2,
Science Al.
Spring Term.-English A2, Mathematics Al, Latin A2,
Science Al.
THIRD YEAR.

Fall Term.- English A3, Mathematics A2, Latin A3,
German Al.

Winter Term.-English A3, Mathematics A2, Latin A3,
German Al.
Spring Term.- English A3, Mathematics A2, Latin A3,
German Al.
·
FOURTH YEAR.

Fall Term. - History Al , Science A2, Latin A4, German A2.
Fall Term. - History Al, Science A2, Latin A.it, German A2.
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Winter Term.-History Al, Science A2, Latin A4, German A2.
For fuller description of courses see Entrance Requirements under The College.
In keeping with a somewhat anomalous but timehonored tradition of the College those who complete the
College Preparatory Course cre:iitably receive the degree of
Bachelor of English in 1911; thereafter discontinued.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.

The Science of Agriculture finds its basis directly in
the sciences of Biology and Chemistry, and indirectly in
Geology and Physics. The art of farming is the practical
application of these ~ciences to .the fa~m for t~e purp~se of
gain. In the following course m Agriculture 1t 1s believed
that sufficient emphasis is phced upon the fundamental
theory of Agriculture to enable the one who completes the
course to meet intelligent1y the majority of the questions
that confront the practical farmer. The course is by no
means intended to be a professional one, but it includes
the study of those branches, the knowledge of which the
average farmer should have, and may be expected to have
under the modern opportunities for education.
FIRST YEAR :

Fall Term.-English Grammar, Arithmetic, Physics ,
History A, Drawing.
Winter 1erm. - En£"lish Grammar, Arithmetic, Physics,
Meteorology, History A.
Spring Term.-Fnglish Grammar, Arithmetic, Physics,
Physiology, History A.
SECOND YEAR :

Fall Term.-English A2, Mathematics Al, Chemistry,
Physiography.
Winter Term.- English A2, Mathematics Al, Chemistry, Physiography.
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Spring Term.-English A2, Bookkeeping, Chemistry,
Zoology.
THIRD YEAR.

Fall Term. - Geology, Agricultural Chemistry, Agriculture, Entomology.

Winter Term.-Geology , Botany, Agriculture, Agricultural Chemistry.
Spring Term. - Geology, Botany, Agriculture, Disease
of Plants.
TEACHERS' NORMAL.
A special Teachers' Normal will be conducted by the
College Faculty and others during the last ten weeks of the
spring term. The advantage derived from attending such
a school is to be measured not only by the increase in one's
stock of knowledge, but also by the enthusiasm and energy
for work that are sure to be gained by the association with
scores of earnest teachers and students. If one lives in an
atmosphere of thought he must think; as he becomes better
or worse for the air he breathes, so the spirit of literary
aspiration is contagious ; therefore, no student or teacherand tae real teacher never ceases to be a student-can
afford to miss the opportunity of mingling with his fellows
who are alive to progress. Teachers of the public schools
will find this Normal of the greatest value; and are heartily
invited to join us. Write for the special circular about
February 1, 1011.
ACADEMY-TUITION.
Term (in advance) ... . .... . ........ .. .. ..... .... . .. ... .... . . .... $15.00
Month (in advance). ..... ..... ... . .. ....... . .......... . ... .... ..
6.00
Laboratory Fee (Physical Laboratory)...... ................... ..
3.00
Diploma Fee...... ... .. ... . . ... ....... . ........ ... ........... ....
5.00

- T i s the aim of this department to develop as full
and complete knowledge of the Bible itself as can
be acquired in the time occupied by the course. A
large portion of the text is carefully studied both
historically and exegetically.
The student may either pursue the whole
course, or select any studies he prefers. Since, however,
the studies are grouped in the course with a view to fitness
and unity, best results will be obtained by him who completes it.
To enter, the student should possess at least a fair
knowledge of English grammar and studies of like difficulty.
It is wisest to complete thoroughly at le<\st the College
Preparatory course before beginning this one, for the better his preparation, the more valuable will the course be to
him.
This course will be found especi:llly helpful to those
who teach or officers of the Sunday School, to those preparing to be pastors, or for the work of the mission field .
There are, then, here very hopeful facilities for any
one who has the courage and patience to try. A good,
practical, working knowledge of the Bible is offered to all
who desire it.
To take New Testament Greek, at least Greek Al is a.
necessary prerequisite.
1

THE COURSE.
FIRST YEAR.

Fall 'Ierm.-(1) Old Testament: Abraham to Sinai; (2)
An Initial Study of the entire New Testament text, usingKerr's Introduction as a reference book; (3) New Testament
Greek: Luke with Grammar and weekly exercises; ( 4}
English A2; (5) Public Address; (6) Vocal Music.
Winter Term.-( 1) Sinai to I Kings; ( 2); The Life of

Christ.

Text: The Four Gospels, with Stalker, Speer,.
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Andrews as parallel reading; ( 3) New Testament Greek:
Acts, Grammar and weekly exercises; ( 4) English A2; ( S)
Public Address ; ( 6) Vocal Music.

Spring 'Ierm.-(1) Between the Old and the New Testaments ; Lectures with Matthews' New Testament Times
in Palestine for reference ; ( 2) The Life of Paul. Text :
Acts and Paul's Epistles, with Conybeare and Howson's
Life of St. Paul for paralled reading; (3) (New Testament
Greek : Galations and Revelation, with Grammar and
weekly exercises ( 4) English A2 ; ( 5) Sermon Building;
(6) Vocal Music.
SECOND YEAR.

Fall Term.-(1) Old Testament: Prophecy; (2) Our
Lord's Parables and Miracles. Text: The Gospels with
Morgan, Taylor, and other authors as parallel reading; ( 3)
English A3; ( 4) History A; (5) Philosophy A.
Winter Term.-(1) Old Testament: Prophecy; (2) Exegesis of Romans and First Corinthians; Evans' The Book
of Books; (3) English A3; ( 4) History A; ( 5) Philosophy A.
Spring Term.-( 1) Old Testament: Prophecy ; (2) Exegesis of Philippians, Colossians, Galatians, and Hebrews;
(3) English A3; (4) Mullin's Why ChristianityisTrue; (5)
Sunday School Pedagogy.
'
THIRD YEAR.

Fall Term.-( 1) Biblical Literature, Lectures and
Moulton for reference ; ( 2) History of Religion, Menzie
and Lectures; ( 3) Old Testament Theology ; ( 4) Philosophy B; (5) The Christian Ministry, reference to Gladden,
Broadus and others.
Winter Term.-(1) The Hebrew Psalter, Lectures, with
Barton, Kirkpat;rick and others for reference; ( 2) Church
History, Fisher, first half; (3) New Testament Theology;
( 4) Philosophy B ; ( 5) Systematic Theology ; ( 6) Doctrine
of the Church of the Brethren.
Spring Term.-(1) Homiletics; (2) Church History,
Fisher, second half; ( 3) History B2 (Sociology) or Theism;
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(4) Systematic Theology; (5) The Study and work of Missions, Lectures with Warneck 's History of Protestant Missions for reference.
In addition to the above studies, a limited number of
electives will be offered. . These will be announced later.
Prepared papers from library or other sources, addresses or sermons throughout the course.
Upon the completion of this the student will be entitled
to a diploma of graduation with the degree of Bachelor of
Sacred Literature.

BIBLE DEPARTMENT-TUITION.
Term in (in advance) ............................................ $15.00
6.00
Month (in advance)...... . ............. ... ... .... .. ... .. ....... ..
5.00
Diploma Fee .................... .. ...............................

SPECIAL BIBLE INSTITUTE.
A special Bible Institute will be"conducted by the Bible
Department January 16-27, 1911. The course offered will
embrace at least four lines of special study. Tuition tree.
Write for special circular about December, 1910.

11lusir
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STUDIES.
COURSES FOR TEACHERS, SINGERS AND INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMERS.

HIS dep~rtment provides fm:-dament~l train~ng in
the mam branches of Mus1c. Besides bringing
the pupil to a high degree of accomplishment, we
prepare ladies and gentlemen for an active career
in the profession of teaching music. No young
lady's education is now complete without a knowledge of vocal and instrumental music such as our courses
provide. Leading educators belive that music is a necessary factor in cesthetic development. This need and demand
we are prepared to meet.
The lessons for the Reed-organ, Piano and Voice Culture are given either privately or in classes of three. The
methods used are the best ones the teachers in charge have
been able to secure from the best sources. V ocal Musici
Chorus Singing, Ear and Eye Culture, Harmony, Theory,
Analysis, Counterpoint, History and Methods of Teaching
are taught in classes of suitable number.
MUSIC TEACHERS' COURSE.

The teachers' Course requires three years, and it is intended to qualify for a musical career in conducting and
teaching in musical institutes, normals, schools, etc. The
study of harmony, instrumental music, and voice culture in
this course, is pursued from the beginning to the close.
These prepare one to compose music, sing, or play in an
artistic style.

First Year.-Chorus, Introductory Theory, Harmony,
Piano or Organ, Voice Culture, Ear Training and Sight
Reading.
Second Year. -Chorus, Harmony, History of Music,
piano or Organ, Voice Culture.
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'Third Year .-Chorus, Piano or Organ, Voice Culture,
Harmonic Analysis, Methods and Directing Practice.
NoTE.-The studies in Piano required in this course
are the same as those of th~ Elementary, Preparatory and
Intermediate years of the Piano Course.
THEORY.
The following course in theory is required of those who
complete the Music Teachers' or the Voice Culture Course .

1st 'Term.-Introductory Theory; Beginning Musical
Notation, Keys, Scales and Signatures, Intervals, etc.
2nd 1erm.-Review of first term, Harmony begun,
Chord Connection and Simple Part-writing from given
basses or sopranos.
3rd 1 erm.-The Chords of the Seventh, with Exercises
in Harmonizing sopranos and basses in open as well as
close position. Modulation begun . Illustrative examples
and explanations of chord progressions and modulations
required at the piano .
. . 4th Te:t"m.-Harmonizing Melodies which modulate, no
figuring being given. Exercises in Modulation at the piano,
including transposition of various models into all keys .
Advanced study in Secondary Seventh chords.
5th Term.-Chromatically Altered Chords, Enharmonic
Changes, Modulation in General.

6th Term.-The Suspension, Retardation, Appoggiatura, Anticipation, Passing-tone, Embellishment, Pedal
point, Melodic figuration and accompaniment. The textbook is Lessons in Harmony by Heacox and Lehman.
7th 7erm.-Harmonic Analysis, by Cutter. Also a review of Harmony at the keyboard, the exercises being
played instead of written.
8th 7"erm.-Harmonic Analysis Completed.
The above course of theory with two terms of Simple
Counterpoint will be required of those who complete the
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Piano Course. Text-book, Lehman's Forty Lessons in Simple Counterpoint.
METHODS.
Methods of teaching, and practice in directing are required of all those who complete the Teachers' Course.
The work is taken up systematically, each pupil being required to teach a number of lessons before the whole class
who, with the teacher in charge, criticise his work. Thi~
practice is found very helpful to those who expect to teach
in Public Schools, Normal Classes or other classes.
HISTORY OF MUSIC.
The Course in History of Music is required of those
who complete either the Music Teachers' Course, Piano
Course or the Voice Culture Course.
This Course covers the entire History of the development of Music, from the Ancient Chinese, Japanese, Babylonian and Greek nations until the present, giving special
attention to the Music of the Christian era.
PIANO COURSE.
ELEMENTARY YEAR.-Handculture; National Graded
Course I.; Schmitt-Faelten ; Scales ; Kohler Op. 157 ; Duvernoy Op. 176; Easy Pieces and Sonatinas from Kuhlau,
Lichter, and others ; Introductory Theory; Harmony and
Composition.
PREPARATORY YEAR.-Schmitt-Faelton; Scales; National Graded Course II. and III.; Czerny's Selected Studies,
Book I.; Melodious Studies from Heller. Pieces from Heller, Schuman, Haydn and some modern composers, accompanying; Harmony and Composition; History of Music.
INTERMEDIATE YEAR.-Scales; OctavesandArpeggios;
National Graded Course IV. and V.; Peter Sil ea; Studies
by Cramer, Clementi; School of Velocity, Book II.; Czerny;
Bach's Two-part Inventions; Selections from Beethoven,
Henselt, Brahms, Moszkowski, Chopin, etc.; accompanying; Harmonic Analysis.
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GRADUATING YEAR.-National Graded Course VI. and
VIL; Bach's Three-part Inventions; Concertos from Weber,
Liszt and Chopin;. Sonatas from Beethov~n; <;oncert selections from Chopm, Mendelssohn, Rubmstem, Schubert,
Liszt, etc.; Sight playing and accompanying; Simple Counterpoint.
VOICE CULTURE COURSE.
It is through the power, quality and method of using
the voice that the hearer is impressed. Singing, without a
correct habit of breathing or method of tone-producing, is
ruinous and leads to deformities of the muscles and often
results in laryngeal troubles and diseases of the throat.
Inasmuch as it is somewhat difficult to outline a course
for Voice Training and Art of Singing, no studies will be
outlined here, but the needs of each student will receive
careful attention, and studies given accordingly.
No
special method is followed, but the best is chosen from the
different methods.
LESSONS IN CLASSES OF THREE.
Voice Culture, Piano and Organ may be studied in
classes of three. This plan curtails expense and often gives
the pupil better advantages than private instruction. No
one is held back because of others; each pupil has his own
studies and pieces; and although he does not practice the
lesson of his classmates, he nevertheless by hearing it recited learns their music in addition to his own. It really
amounts to a private lesson before others, which enables
one to play or sing with ease and grace , in society or in
public. By this system ''emulation is stimulated as ability
is matched with ability, mind comes in contact with mind,
and intellect is sharpened with intellect.'' Seeing others
overcome difficulties inspires us to overcome our own.
REMARKS.
Students who pursue the Music Teachers' Course are
required to complete Grammar, Arithmetic, English Language, and Elocution. In the third and fourth years of the
Piano Course the student is required to take two literary
courses each year chosen from the departments of English,
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History, German or French; but no student shall take more
than two literary studies at a time.
Diplomas are awarded to persons who complete satisfactorily the Piano Course, Voice Culture Course or Music
Teachers' Course.
Candidates for diplomas in the Piano Course or the
Voice Culture Course must perform successfully in public
at least twice.
The department has been equipped with modern instruments, including a Stieff Concert Grand Piano . These
are placed in comfortable practice rooms for instrumental
students. Students in Organ will use Root's Model Organ
Method.
In preparation for public performances, pupils who are
sufficiently advanced are expected to appear in public in
the "pupils' recitals."
Students are expected to be punctual at their practice
periods, lessons and classes.
No student will be permitted to loiter in or about the
Music Room or intrude in any way upon others while
practicing.
The instruments in Stanley Hall may be used only by
those who take instrumental lessons.
Students should bring with them such sheet music, instruction books and etudes as they may have on hand.
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT EXPENSES .
.All expenses are due and payable one term in advance. For
attendance less than one term tuition will be charged at
month rates. No deduction is made for absence of less than
two weeks.

Per Mo.
Chorus Class daily ..... . .. .................. . .. .. . .. .. $ 1.00
Organ, two lessons per week.................. ... ..... 2.80
Organ, two lessons per week, c~ass of three. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.60
Organ, two lesso:i;is per :veek, with use of organ two onehour practice periods a day............... .. .... 3.60
Organ, two lessons per week, cl~ss of t?ree, with use of
organ two one-hour practice periods a day ...... . 2.80
Piano, two lessons per week ......................... . 4.00
Violin, two lessons per week .............. .. ..... . .... . 5.00
Piano, two lessons a week, class of three ............. . 2.50
Piano, two lessoi:;s per ~eek, with use of piano two onehour practice penods a day................. . .... 5.00
Piano, two lessons per week, class of three, with use of
piano two one-hour practice periods a day ...... . 3.50
Voice Culture, private, two lessons a week ........... . . 5.00
Voice Culture, two lessons per week, class of three ... . 3.00
Music Teachers' Course ....... ... .. .. ................ . 10.CO
Music Teachers' Course, with Voice Cultureandinstrumental lessons, class of three ............... : . . . . 7. 50
History of Music, Harmony or Theory, (outside of any
Course)....... . .................. ... .. .. .. ... ... 1.00
Extra Organ practice, per forty-minute period........
25
Extra Piano Practice, per forty-minute period... . ....
40
Diploma Fee .... . ......... ................... ... ..... .

Tenn.

$ 3.00
8.40

5.10

10.80
8.40
12.00
15.00
7.50
15.00
10.00
15.00
9.00
30.00
22.50
3.00
80
1.30
5.00

HE purpose of this departme_nt is ~o prepare young
men and women to conduct mtelhgently the affairs
of the business world. A broad and practical
training in business methods is necessary to the
person who would most rapidly attain business success. Thousands fail annually through a lack of
business training, and as our rapidly increasing commercial
interests continue to develop, the demand for well trained
young men and women to take charge of the business of
our country increases.
So thoroughly commercial has our country become that
there is no calling in which a knowledge of business is not
demanded. A man must either possess this knowledge
himself, or he must suffer for the ignorance and carelessnegs of those whom he trusts. From the shortness of the
time required to obtain a practical knowledge of business
principles, one would suppose that both young men and
women would avail _themselves of the opportunities offered
by our numerous business colleges. The main drawback
has been the cost in obtaining a business education. Few
young people can afford to pay $150 to $250 for three or
four months' training.
Business colleges giving instruction in this one line of
work, and having no other means of support, are usually
located in large cities, where the enormous rent and the
expenses of living compel them to charge high rates of tuition.
Realizing the great demand for trained helpers, we
call the attention of young men and women to the excellent
opportunities we offer of acquiring a complete business
education at a cost that places such training within the reach
of all.
This school offers three courses : ( 1) The Business
Course, consisting of the regular lines of training for business life; ( 2) The shorthand a31d Typewriting Course,
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·ntended for office helpers and amanuenses; (3) The Com-

~ined Course, an extended course of training, intended for
those preparing to teach a?d for those see~ing a mo~e complete equipment for financial and commercial purstuts.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING.- If a student is found deficient in any study he will receive special
instrnction until he is able to enter the regular classes, bnt
will not be permitted to do so until he has the necessary
preparation.
·
For convenience in classification the work is divided
into three sections. The first is section A, which includes
the beginning classes in the regular preparatory cours·e .
This is introductory to the regular commercial courses, and
may be entered without examination. The second is section B, which includes the Business Course and the Shorthand and Type-writing Course. To enter this section,
students must first pass an examination covering- the work
included in section A, or furnish satisfactory certificates
showing equivalent work completed elsewhere. The third
is section C, which includes the second year of the Combined Course. To enter this section, students must pass an
examination covering both of the preceding sections in full,
or furnish satisfactory certificates showing equivalent work
completed elsewhere.
BUSINESS COURSE.

First Term.- Commercial Arithmetic, Bookkeeping,
Grammar, Spelling, Penmanship.
Second Term.-Commercial Law, Commercial Arithmetic, Bookkeeping, Grammar, Letter Writing, Penmanship.

Third Term. - Rapid Calculation, Elocution, Bookkeeping, Grammar, Penmanship.
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING COURSE.

First Term.-Shorthand, . Typewriting, Grammar and

Composition, Spelling, Penmanship.

Second Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar and
Commercial Law, Penmanship, Letter Writrng.
.
~omposition,
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Third Term .-Shorthand, Elocution, Typewriting, Gram.
mar and Composition, Office Practice .
COMBINED COURSE.
FIRST YEAR.

First Term.-Grammar and Composition, Commercial
Arithmetic, Elocution , Penmanship, Spelling, Typewriting.
Second Term .-Grammar and Composition, Commercial
Arithmetic, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Typewriting ,
Letter Writing.
Third Term.-Grammar and Composition, Commercial
Arithmetic, Penmanship, Shorthand .
SECOND YEAR.

First Term .-Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Rhetoric.
Second Term.- Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Rhetoric, Commercial Geography.
Third Term.-Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Rhetoric, Office Practice.
TEXT BooKs: Rowe's Commercial and Industrial Bookkeeping; Reed
and Kellogg's Higher Lessons in English; Loomis's Letter Writing;
Modern Business Speller; Essentials of Business Arithmetic; Lyons'
Commercial Law; Mosher'g Complete Touch Typewriter Instructor;
Phonographic Amanuensis; Reporter's Companion; Universal Dictation
Course; Kimball's The English Sentence; Lewis's Inductive Rhetoric;
Adams' Commercial Geography.

A diploma of graduation will be conferred upon the
completion of the above courses.
BooKKEEPING.-This constitutes the framework of the
Business Course. In this department books are actually
opened, conducted, and closed by the student. A great
variety of business is represented and conducted by the
most modern, most progressive, and most approved methods. The student not only makes himself thoroughly
acquainted with the science of accounts, but is drilled in the
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practical application of the principles of this science to the
various forms of business in the commercial world.
COMMERCIAL LAw.-No man can afford to enter the
broad arena of business without a knowledge of his commercial rights and duties. It is our aim to acquaint the
student with those features of law which every business
man should know , and without a knowledge of which he is
at the mercy of sharpers and business tricksters.
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC.-Particular attention is
paid to those parts of arithmetic which are especially necessary to the business man. Not only are rules and principles taught, but what is infinitely more important, thorough
drill is given in applying them with the greatest rapidity
and accuracy.
LETTER WRITING.-The business of this age being so
largely conducted by letter, a knowledge of business correspondence is simply imperative, and a student can not attach
too much importance to this part of the work. Many a
young man has failed to secure an important position on
account of some blunder in his application, due to ignorance
of this subject.
PENMANSHIP.-Good penmansh~p is its own advertiser,
wears its value on its face. A good handwriting often
proves a stepping-stone to a lucrative position. Indeed it
is an indispensable aid to every one, whatever may be his
position in society. We teach the most practical system of
rapid writing. While students are divided into classes,
they at the same time receive individual instruction. Particular attention is paid not only to form, movement, etc., but
also to the correction of errors and the best way to avoid
them. Special classes in ornamental writing, engrossing,
flourishing , &c., are organized when applied for.
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.-Scarcely any subject connected with commerce is more interesting than this. The
acquisition of islands by our government, the extension of
our trade, the competition between our Gulf and Eastern
ports, and many other matters of commercial interest are
attracting the attention of the business men of the entire
country.
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SPELLING.-Every College student ought to be able to
spell all ordinary words correctly. As a matter of factlet it be regretted-few are able to do so. Experience has
shown us the importance of this subject, and therefore we
lay great stress upon it. The standard for passing the subject is an examination grade of 90 per cent.
The time required to complete the Business Course is
from two to three terms, according to the ability, applicacation, and previous advantages of the student. Those who
are prepared to take this course in less than the allotted
time will not need the two full years to complete the Combined Course.
As each student receives individual instruction, especially in bookkeeping, his progress is not retarded by less
apt or less industrious students, nor is he forced on by those
who are able to make more rapid advancement.
OuR COMMERCIAL RooM.-A large room has been fitted up especially for the Commercial Department. It is
well lighted from the rear and two sides, the students all
facing one way-toward the unlighted side of the room.
The room is furnished with. good, substantial tables, all
finished in oak and trimmed with green oil-cloth. The
tables are all of the same size, and have drawers for students' books, stationary, etc. The chairs, blackboards, and
other furniture of the room make it inviting and convenient
in every respect. In the rear of the room are the offices.
The offices, as we have them at present, have inscribed over
the arches in front the following names: "New York College National Bank," "B. T. Chase Real Estate Co.,''
''Commercial Emporium,'' ''Post Office,'' ''Trans-Continental Shipping Co.," "Chicago Students' Commercial Bank,"
"N. Y. &C.R. R. Co.," "M. R. Cary & Co., Insurance,"
"Central Commission Co.," "National Wholesale Co."
This room is se~ond to no commercial room in the Valley,
and is better equipped than those ordinarily found in exclusive business colleges.
SHORTHAND.-The varied uses of Shorthand are so
well known, and its benefit so fully recognized by business
and professional men, that we deem it unnecessary to dwell
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at length on the importance of gaining a practical knowledge of the art.
vVe teach the Ben Pitman System of phonography,
using Howard's Phonograph.ic An_ianuensis and Reporter's
Companion. The teacher m this department, however,
introduces such contractions and expedients as he has found
to be of advantage in actual practice.
TYPEWRITING.-This, going hand-in-hand with Shorthand, will receive its due share of attention. The commercial world is making stronger demands today for competent
typewriters than ever before, hence the necessity of careful
preparation to meet the dema1:1ds. After the student ha.s
acquired good, accurate fingermg, and has learned to manipulate the machine, he will have letters, speeches, court
work, etc., dictated to him, and will be instructed in making proper transcripts of his notes. The Touch System is
taught. We use the Remington and Oliver typewriters.
The time required to learn shorthand varies greatly
with different students. It depends upon the attitude of
the student, upop the efforts he puts forth, and also upon
bis previous education and training. If he possesses average
ability and industry he may possibly be prepared as an
amanuensis in six months. Some take a year or more. Very
few will be able to graduate in this course in less than three
terms.
For an amanuensis diploma the student will be required to write from new matter at the rate of 90 words per
minute, and transcribe his notes on the typewriter at the
rate of 30 words per minute.
If the student does not possess a satisfactory knowledge
of penmanship, orthography, practical grammar, and correspondence, he will be required to study these subjects
before entering this department.

Students who enter for the Shorthand and Typewriting
Course will not be permitted to take studies outside the
course except by the consent of the faculty.
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PoSITIONS .-We aid our graduates in securing positions. The College has frequent applications each year for
bookkeepers and amanenses, and nearly always has more
good positions waiting to be filled than it has students prepared to fill them. Any one who completes either course
in a satisfactory manner is practically certain to secure a
good position in a short time .
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT-TUITION.
BUSINESS COURSE.

Term (in advance) .... .. ...... . .. .. .......... ... ............. ... $15.00
Month (in advance).. .... ... .. .......... . ........ . ...............
6.00
Business Practice Entrance Fee (paid once). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00
Diploma Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
COMBINED COURSE.

Term (in advance) ..................................... .... ...... $17.SO
Month (in adV1a111ce)....... . ...... ... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .... .. ... .. ...
6.50
Business Practice Entrance Fee (paid once) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.00
Diploma Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
SHORTHAND ANE TYPEWRITING COURSE .

Term (in advance) ......... .. ....... . ..... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . ........ $18.50
Month (in advance)...... .. ........ . ... ..... . .. ........ .. .. . .....
7.00
Diploma Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S·.OO

!}nnatinns
DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM, SESSION OF

1909-10.

Chalcopyrite, Montana................................... J. W. Hoover
Indian Skinning stone, Ft. Seybert, W. Va............... A. D. Lough
Indian arrow head,
"
"
"
" .............. " "
"
Staurolite schist, Patrick Co., Va ........................ W.R. Hooker.
Diabase, Prince William Co., Va. ......................... " "
"
Limestone, Carthage, Mo ... . ..... .. ..................... S. L. Bowman
Petrified wood, Arizona ................................. .
''
Ray Co., Mo ........................... .
Conglomerate. Graham, Texas, ......................... .
Granite, Utah, ......................................... .
Granite and Lignite, Fredericksburg, Va...... . ......... Dr. J. S. Flory.
DONATIONS TO LIBRARY, SESSION OF

1909-10.

Miss Rebecca C. Skeggs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 volume
Dr. John S. Flory .............................. .. ...... 27
''
Dr. Geo. L. Raymond.................................. 9
Southern Educational Conference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
"
H. N. Casson .............................,. ............ 1
J. H. Moon............................................ 1
Johnson & Co., Publishers............................. 1
News-Register Company............................... 1
U. S. Government ...................................... 304
Publishers of American Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Senior Class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
S. A. Ullery, 2 copies New York Herald of 1865 ....... .
Prof. J.M. Coffman 1 Framed Portrait. ............... .
Accidentally omitted from last catalogue Dr. J. W. Wayland, 2 volumes of magazines (unbound.)
Besides the above donations 89 volumes have been added to the
College Library by purchase during the year, and 28 volumfls to the Victorian Society library.

Sturlrnt ©rganizatinns
S ESSION 1909-10.
VICTORIAN LITERARY SOCIETY .

MINOR M. MYERS ...................................... F inal President
FERNE BEAGLEY ....................................... Final Secretary
VIRGINIA LEE L ITERARY SOCIETY.

H . HOYLE SINK . ... ................ . .......... . ........ Final President
GLADYS MAY CLINE .................................... Final Secretary
ACME LITERARY SOCIETY.

WALTER R. HOOKER ... ....... .... ..................... Final President
FRANCES v. KERLIN ............................... .' .... Final Secretary
W. I. T. DEBATING CLUB.

]oHN E . WINE ......................................... Final President
ELMER A . HELSLEY ..................... . .............. Final Secretary
MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

LERA w AMPLER ... ... .................................. Final President
EFFIE I. EVERS ................................... ... .. F inal Secretary
VOLUNTEER MISSION BAND.

PAUL H. BOWMAN ............. . .................... ... ....... President
REBECCA C . SKEGGS .......................................... Secretary
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION .

E. M. WAMPLER .................................... . ......... President
CARL COFFMAN . .. ........ ................................... Secretary
LECTURE COMMITTEE.

A . B. MILLER,

W. R. HOOKER,
P. H. BOWMAN.

THE PHILOMATHEAN MONTHLY.

I. s. w. ANTHONY .................................... . . Editor-in-Chief
E . M . WAMPLER ...................................... Business Manager
W INNERS OF SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES .

LERA R. WAMPLER ... . .................. Missionary Societ y Scholarship
JESSE WADE HUFFMAN ........... Declaimer ' s Medal-Victorian Society
MAE ALBRIGHT ....... ..... .... ... ... Reciter's Medal-Vict orian Society
CARL W. MYERS .............. Declaimer's Medal-Virginia Lee Society
BESSIE ARNOLD ..... .. ........... Reciter 's Medal-Virginia Lee Society

~turl:ents

1909-10

DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.
B. A. COURSE.

Anthony, Ira S. W .. .. ................ . ................... Pennsylvania
Literature Bl, Philosophy B, History B2, Chemistry Bl, Geology B2.
Bowman, Paul H ............................................ Tennessee
Literature Bl, History B2, Latin Bl, Theism, Geology B2.
Coffman, Carl F ................................................ Virginia
Rhetoric Bl,. German B2, French Bl, Geology B2, Geology B3.
Early, George A ............................................... Virginia
Philosophy B, Geology B2, Theology, Prophesy, Biblical Literature .
Glick, Henry Newton .......................................... Virginia
Rhetoric Bl, History B2, German A, Greek A .
Hooker, Walter R .............................................. Virginia
Literature Bl, Philosophy B, History B2,Chemistry Bl,Geol. B2,Geol.B3.
Houchens, Walter Lee ......................................... Virginia
Literature Bl, Philosophy B, French B, Biblical Literature.
Hoovet, David H .............. .. .. ..... ................... .... Virginia
Rhetoric B, Philosophy A, Math. A3, German B2, Latin A2.
Koontz, Leonidas L ............................................ Virginia
Literature Bl, Philos. B, French B, Geol. B2, Geol. B3.
Lineweaver, William S ...... ............ ....................... Virginia
Rhetoric B, Math. Bl, German B2, Latin A3, Physics A.
Miller, Arthur B ................................................ Virginia
Math. B2, German Bl, Geology B2, Chem. Bl, Greek A2.

I' Miller,

Ella E .................................................. Virginia
Literature Bl, History B2, Philosophy B, German B2, Geology B2.

Moherman, Hai;ry G ............................................... Ohio
Philosophy A, Geology B2, Geology B3.
Myers, Fred P ....................·.............................. Virginia
History B2, Mathematics Bl, German Bl, Latin A3.
Myers, W. Stanley ....................••.................. Pennsylvania
Latin Bl, Chemistry Bl, Geology B2, Geology B3.
Sink, H. Hoyle .......................................... North Carolina
Rhetoric B, Philosophy A, German A, Latin A2.
Shull, Charles E ................................................ Virginia
Rhetoric A., History A, Mathematics Bl, Mathematics B2, French B .
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Thomas, Walter S .............................................. Virginia
Philosophy Bl, History B2, Ch. Hist., Literature Bl, Math. B2.
Wampler, Ernest M ................................. · .. · . .. . .. . Virginia
Philosophy A , German A, Latin A2, Chemistry Bl, Geology B2.
v

Wampler, Lera R .. ..... ....... ..... ..... ... .... · · ·. · · · · · .... . . Virginia
Philosophy B, Math . ;Bl, Biblical Literature, Phoph., Ch. Hist.
Wampler, Fred J .................................... · · · · · . ..... Virginia
French.
Yager, Herman Linwood ....................................... Virginia
Rhetoric B, Physics A, Mathamatics Bl, German A, Latin A3.
Zigler, Isaac Newton ............................ . . .. ........... Virginia
Philosophy B, Greek A2, Theology, Biblical Literature, Prohpesy.
PREPARATORY COURSE.
FOURTH YEAR.

Alley, Howard L ......................... ..... . . ... .Virginia
Coffman, Aubrey R ............................... .
Flory, Ethel E . .. ..... .... .... . . .... .............. .
Huffman, Charles Herbert. ....................... .
Neff, Edwin E . ........ ... .......... . ............. .
Showalter, Frankie E ............................. .
Sink, H. Hoyle .. ..... ...... ................. North Carolina
Skeggs, Rebecca C ................................. Virginia
Wampler, Ernest M ...... .. ....... .. .............. .
Yager, H. Linwood .......................... , .... .
THIRD YEAR.

Cline, Melvin Q.................................... Virginia
Cline, M. Herman . ..... ... ..... . .................. .
Early, M. Mabel ................... .... ........... .
Early, Oak K .......................... ~ .......... .
Evers, Effie I ........ ... .................. ...... .. .
Beagley, Ferne . ..... . ... ............ . . ... .... South Dakota
Helsley, Elmer A .................................. Virginia
Huffman, Jesse Wade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•'
Judy, Lula G ................................. West Virginia
Myers, Minor M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Virginia
Myers, Carl W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Showalter, E . Pearle ............................. .
Sink, Bayard F ... .... .............. ... .. .... North Carolina
Snell, Alpha H . .. ... .. . ... .... ..... ... ........ ..... Virginia
Spitzer, Atha M.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Thomas, Minor D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Wine, John E. .. .. .. ....... ....... ... ............. .
''
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SECOND YEAR.

Arnold, Bessie W ............................. West Virginia
Arnold, Susie. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Bowman, Sallie R .................................. Virginia
Cline, Gladys M ................................... .
Creed, Alonzo M .................................. Louisiana
Colaw, Matie G ..................................... Virginia
Flory, Byron M ................................... .
Flory, Edna R .................................... .
Hoover, Stanley F ............................... . .
Kerlin, Ollie V .......................... ..... ..... .
Kline, : Emmer H .................................. .
Miller, Grace D. R ............................... .
Moherman, Austin E .................................. Ohio
Shank, Elsie Maud ................................. Virginia
Sipe, M. Irene .................................... .
Wise, C. Katherine ............................... .
"
Wise, Jessie Rein ................................. .
"
Zigler, W. Homer ............ ." ................... .
Zigler, Sarah C ................................... .
FIRST YEAR AND UNCLASSIFIED.

Albright, Mae M .............. . ....................... Iowa

Albright, Noah M..................................

''

Andes, Emanuel D ................................. Virginia
Berlin, Charles F ................................. .
Bowman, Bessie ...... .. .............·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Bowman, Walter I ................................ .
Bowman, G. Richard .................... , ........ .
Cline, Laura V ............. .... .................. .
Coffman, Theodore D ............................. .
Conner, Harold A ................................. .
Conner, Jesse J ................................... .
Dillon, W. B ...................................... .
Dovel, F. Marie ................................... .
Flory, Ollie F ......... ............................ .
Flory, William R .................................. .
Garst, Herbert S ................................. .
''
Garst, John M.....................................
Garst, Stella ...................................... .
Good, Charles Wm ................................ .
Hoover, Roy M .................................... .
Huffman, Claud................................... .
Kiser, Laura G .................................... .
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Lambert, Mabel C ............ ........ ........ West Virginia
Lambert, Naoma J ................................ .
Long, Elmer L .............·..... ... .......... ..... Virginia
McCann, Henry G ....... ......................... .
McCann, Mary ... ...... ........ ................... .
McCausland, H. R ................................ .
Menifee, Wade W ................................. .
"
Miller, Bertha S ........ ........................... .
"
Miller, Carey F ................................... .
Miller, Charles Houston ........................... .
Miller, E. DeWitt. ................................ .
Miller, Helen E ... : ............................... .
Miller, Hubert B ... ; .............................. .
Miller, Ina R ..................................... .
"
Miller, Joseph H . . .............. ...... .............. .
Miller, Lewis, D .................................. .
Miller, Lula A ............. ....... .. ....... ....... .
Miller, Mattie ............. _....................... .
Miller, Mattie V ................................. .
Miller, Nora C .................................... .
Miller, Ralph L ................................... .
Miller, William C ................................. .
Miller, William S ................................. .
Miller, Vada E ................................... .
Miller, Virginia M ................................ .
Moherman, Dorothy H ................................ Ohio
Neff, Grace E ...................................... Virginia
Price, Sallie M ................................... .
Rexrode, Benjamin ............................ _.. .
Rexrode, Eva .................................... .
Ringgold, Elsie Virginia .......................... .
Ritenour, Carl A .................................. .
Rode:ffer, Edna F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
Sanger, Ruth ......... .... ........ . .... ... ... .. . .... . Illinois
Sipe, Ethel Virginia ................................ Virginia
Sipe, Jennings M ................................. .
Sipe, Minnie L ............................ , . . . . . . .
"
Snider, Cora ................................. West Virginia
Spitler, Maud K ................................... Virginia
Thomas, Bertha B ................................ .
Thomas, Eva C ................................... .
Thomas, Leonard A .............................. .
Utz, Ruth E ...................................... .
Van Pelt, Lurty W ................................ .
Wakeman, Henry 0 ................................ .
"

STUDENTS,

1909-1910
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Wampler, Frank W ................................ Virginia
Wilkinson, John K ..................... District of Columbia.
Wine, Mervin Ray ................................. Virginia.
''
Wise, Samuel Griffin. . . . . . . . . . . . .......... · · · . · · . .
Wooddell, Lee ............................... West Virginia
Yount, Carl E ...................................... Virginia..
Yount, Dee A ...... . · ······························
''
Zigler, Jacob D . .. ................................ .
BIBLE DEPARTMENT.
REGULAR.

Conner, Jesse J ..................................... Virginia
Conner, William K. . . . . . . ........................ .
Early, George A .................................. .
Kline, Emmer H . . ......... . .............. ... ..... .
Lambert, Edward B ........................... West Virginia
Myers, Minor M .............. ·...................... Virginia
Neff, Edwin E ..... ..... ....... ~ ................. . .
Ringgold, Vernie L ....... : .............. ......... .
Varner, Brown .... .. . .... ..................... West Virginia
Wampler, Joseph D .................................... Ohio
Wampler, Lera R ......................... ·. ........ Virginia
Zigler, Isaac N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Zigler, Jacob D ........ ·. ............. ............. .
Zigler, Sarah C ................................... .
Zigler, W. Homer ...... .. ....... . ... ............ . .
Students who have taken one or more regular studies in the Bible
Department during the session.
Albright, Mae M ...................................... Iowa
Albright, Noah M ............. . ........... .... .... .
Bowman, Paul H ......................... . ....... Tennessee
Cline, Laura . ... ........................ . ........ .. Virginia
Evers, Effie I .... .. ............................... .
Flory, John S ............. .............. . . .. ... ... .
Gochenour, Zula M .................. . ............ .
Houchins, Walter Lee .............. .. ..............
Miller, Aurthur B ................................. .
Miller, Minor C ................................... .
Ringgold, Elsie Mae .............................. .
Sanger, Martha C ......................... ". ......... Illinois
Skeggs, Rebecca C ................................. Virginia
Thomas, Walter S ........ .... ............... ..... .
,,
Wampler, Ernest M .............................. .
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Wampler, Frank W ................................ Virginia

Students of Special Bible Term, about three hundred_in number, not
enrolled.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT.
PIANO COURSE.

Bixler, Carrie M .......................... .... .... Maryland
Byerly, W. Aurelia ..................... . ........... Virginia
Cline, Gladys M ........................... · · · · .... .
Coakley, Lena F .................................. .
Colaw, Matie G ................................... .
Kerlin, Frances, V ................................ .
Price, Sallie M .................................... .
"
Senger, Hattie .................................... .
"
Senger, Jennie .................................... .
MUSIC TEACHERS' COURSE .

Earman, Lillian .................................... Virginia
Eavey, William F ................................. .
Fritts, Emmett G ............................ North Carolina
Garber, Rebecca V ............ . .................... Virginia
Hausenflluck, 0. Leslie ........................... .
Judy, Lula G ........ ... .. ..................... West Virgnia
Miller, Thurston J .................................. Virginia
Roller, J. Elmer ................................... .
Shank, Elsie Maud................................ .
STUDENTS IN PIANO AND ORGAN

not in above courses.

Arnold, Bessie ................................ West Virginia
Bowman, Bessie ................ .... ... ............ . Virginia
Bowman, Walter ............ ... ................... .
Cline, Emmer H .................................. .
Dyer, Fi;-ed R ........ ..... . . .... . ...... .... ... West Virginia
Flory, Ethel. ....................................... Virginia
Garst, Stella ... __................................. .
Kerlin, Ollie V ...... ...... . ... .. . ................. .
Kyser, Laura G ......................... ~· ........ .
Lambert, N aovia ..... ................. . ...... West Virginia
Miller, Minor C ... ........ .................. ........ Virginia
McCann, Henry ................................... .
Moherman, Dorothy ...... ....... ......... ........ ... .. Ohio
Neff, Grace ........................................ Virginia
Orebaugh, Myrtle ... .............................. .
Rexrode, Anna ................................... .
"

STUDENTS,
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Sipe Ethel. ........................................ Virginia
1
Sipe Irene ............ · . · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
, . .
Sipe M1nn1e ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Sink', Bayard F .............................. North Carolina
Spitler, Maud ........... . . .. .............. . ........ Virginia
Wise, Katherine ..... ..... .. · · .. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
''
Wise, Revie . . ...·..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
((

STUDENTS IN VOCAL DEPARTMENT.

Albright, Mae .......................................... Iowa
Albright, Noah M .... ................... .. ..... . .. .
Arnold, Susie ................................. West Virginia
Andes, Emanuel .... . .............................. Virginia
Byerly, Aurelia ........................ .. ......... .
Cline, Gladys ....................... .......... .... .
Colaw, Matie ...... ....... ..... ... .. ....... . .... .. .
Conner, Jesse J ............ . ................. ..... .
Coakley, Lena .................................... .
Creed, N. M ...................................... Louisiana
Early, Mabel. ...................................... Virginia
Early, Oak K......................................
''
Ermine, Lillian ................................... .
Flory, Byron ..................................... .
Flory, Edna ...................................... .
Fritts, Emmett G. . . . . . . . ................... North Carolina
Hausenfluck, 0. Leslie ............................. Virginia
Heagley, Ferne ............................... South Dakota
Judy, Lula ................................... West Virginia
Kerlin, Fannie ..................................... Virginia
Kiser, Laura ...................................... .
McDonald, Homer M ......................... West Virginia
Miller, Arthur B ................................... Virginia
Miller, Bertha .................................... .
Miller, Mattie A ....................... . .......... .
Miller, Mattie V ........................... .... ... .
Miller, Thurston J ................................ .
Miller, William S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"
Neff, Edwin E .................................... .
Neff, Grace ....................................... .
Ringgold, Vernie .................................. .
Roller, J. Elmer .................................. .
Shank, Maud ..................................... .
Sink, Bayard F .............................. North Carolina
Spitler, Maud . .. ....................... . ........... Virginia
Spitzer, Atha M .............................. : . ... .
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Thomas, 0. W . ............................. ~ ...... Virginia
Warn pler, Frank W .............,........... . ...... .
Wise, Katie ....................................... .
Wise, Jessie R ............................... . .... .
Zigler, Sarah C ................................... .
Zigler, Jacob D ........................ . .... .. .... .
Zigler, W. Homer ......... . ....................... .
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.
BUSINESS COURSE.

Edwards, Mary Elizabeth ........................... Virginia
Coffman, Aubry R ......... . ........... ... ........ .
Coffman, C. F .. ; .. . .............................. .
Dyer, Fred R .......... . .... , ................. West Virginia
Eavey William F ............................... , ... Virginia
Foster, E. Vivian ................................. .
Garber, Minor W ................. . ........ . ...... .
Hausenfluck, 0. Leslie ........................... . .
Hoover, Stanley F.............. . ..................
''
McDonald, Homer M .......... . .. . ........... West Virginia
Miller, Minor C ............. . .. . ...... . ..... . ... . .. Virginia
Switzer, William F ............................... .
Thonias, Ira F ............ . .......... . ...... . .... .
Wakeman, Hugh H ............... . ..... ... ....... .
Wampler, Frank W ............... . ..... . ......... .
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.

Coffman, Aubrey R ................. . .... . ......... Virginia
Coffman, Theodore D... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
''
Dyer, Fred R.......... . ..... . ............. West Virginia
Edwards, l\II. Elizabeth ............................. Virginia
Foster, E. Vivian................... . . . ...... . .....
''

Hausenfiuck, 0. L... . ....... . .....................

•'

Hoover, Stanley F ................................ .
Miller, E. DeWitt ................................. .
Sink, Bayard F ........ . ....... . .. . .......... North Carolina
Sink, H. Hoyle ...... - .......... . ......... . .... . ....
"
Thomas, Ira F .... . ................................ Virginia
Wilkinson, John K ..................... District of Columbia
SUMMARY OF STUDENTS.
Department of Arts and Sciences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bible Department .......... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Music Department. ......................._............
Commercial Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

142
31
71

20

Total exclusive of duplicates and of students of the Special Bible Term.... .. ............. . ........ . . . ......... 176

~lumni

_

BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
The Alumni Association has been chartered by the
State of Virginia with all the privileges a charter confers.
The following persons constitute the Directors.
TIME EXPIRES

1914.

TIME EXPIRES

TIME

EXPIRES

1913.

H. M. STRICLER.

JOHN S. FLORY.
w. A. BYERLY.

E. M. HOOVER.

1912.

TIME

EXPIRES

1911.

w. H. SIPE.
DR. E. R. MILLER.

L. VANCE PRICE.
GEO. w. FLORY.
TIME EXPIRES

1910.

E. BRYAN TEMPLEMAN.
DR.

w. w.

HARLOE.

GENERAL OFFICERS OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE

1, 1910.

GEO. W. FLORY, President. ...... . .. . Bridgewater, Va.
W. A. BYERLY, First Vice-President ... Bridgewater, Va.

H. M. STRICKLER, Second Vice-President, Clarendon, Va.
J OHNS. FLORY, Secretary. . . . . . . . . . . Bridgewater, Va.
E. M. HOOVER, Treasurer . ............ Timberville, Va.
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS FOR 1910-11.
CHARLES C. WRIGHT ..... .. . . . . . ........... President.
JoHN S. CRUMPACKER .. . .. . .. . .... First Vice President.
J. MAURICE HENRY . . ............ Second ''
"
ALDA CLINE ......... . ...... . . . ... Third
"
"

JOHN S. FLORY. . . . .......... . .... Secretary-Treasurer.
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MASTERS OF ARTS .
John S. Flory, B Lit., B. A., Minister and Professor in Bridgewater
Ph . D., '08
College.
John C. Myers, B. A ., '08
Professor in Bridgewater College .
BACHELORS OF ARTS.
George L. Brown, Jr., '91
Justice H . Cline, ' 99
Alda B. Cline, '08
John M . Coffman, '91
Samuel S. Conner , '08
David W. Crist, '99
John S.Flory,B.Lit.Ph .D. , ' 02
John A. Garber, ' 91
J. Maurice Henry, '09
Clide K. Holsinger, '09
Isaac S . Long, '99
John D. Miller, M. D ., '01
John C. Myers, '00
Walter A. Myers, '04
Weldon T. Myers, M . A ., '01
Harold B . Myers, '08
William H. Sanger, '04
William T. Sanger, A. M.,'09
Herman A. Shaver, '09
Harry M.Strickler,L.L.B., '06
J. P. Templeman, ' 07
Fred J. Wampler, '08
John W. Wayland, Ph. D., '99
Horace K. Wright, '05
Frank J. Wright,

Minister and Pastor Shemariah (Presbyterian church), Swoope, Va .
Minister, Assistant Geologist Virginia Geological Survey, Stuarts Draft, Va .
Teacher Public Schools, Rockingham, Va .
Minister and Professor in Bridgewater
College.
Medical Student, Richmond, Va.
Pastor, Santa Anna, Cal.
Minister and Professor in Bridgewater
College .
Ministe:L and Stenographer in Patent Office Department, 509 B. St., S . E .,
Washington, D. C.
Minister and Professor in Daleville College.
Principal of Weyers Cave High School, Va .
Minister and Missionary, Jalalpor, B. B .
R'y, India .
Physician and Surgeon, Bridgewater, Va .
Professor in Bridgewater College.
Minister and Farmer, Trevilians, Va .
Graduate Student and Assistant in English Literature, University of Virginia.
Prin. Public Schools, Barto, N. Dakota.
Minister aud Farmer, R. R ~ 2., Vienna, Va.
Professor in Bridgewater College.
Principal High School, Troutville, Va.
Attorney at Law, Clarendon, Va .
Teacher, Clarksburg, W . Va.
Medical Student,John Hopkins University.
Minister and Prof. in Normal School, Harrisonburg, Va.
Graduate Student in Princeton University .
Farmer, Bridgewater, Va .

BACHELORS OF ENGLISH .
R. E. Arnold, '90
I . N. H. Beahm, '87

Business Manager Brethren Publishini
House, Elgin, Ill.
Minister and President of Hebron Seminary.
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Ernest M. Hoover, '08

Ass't Cashier, Farmers' and Merchants'
Bank, Timberville, Va.
F. C. Kaetzel, '02
Business Manager, Mich.
Sallie K. (Smucker) Kiser, '96 Bridgewater, Va.
Effie V. (Showalter) Long, ' 98 Missionary, Jalalpor , India.
M. Kate (Stokes) L ong, '89 Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.
C. F . Martin, '07
Farmer, Mt. Solon, Va.
Agnes A. McLeod, ' 03
Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.
Audrey McLeod, '06
Teacher, Bridgewater. Va.
Annie E. Miller, '05
Teacher, R. F. D., Harrisonburg, Va.
Ernest W. Miller, D. D.S., '02 Dentist, Waynesboro, Va.
Lottie E. Miller, '09
Teacher, Spring Creek, Va.
M. Oliver Miller, '06
Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.
Warren F. Miller, '08
Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.
Oscar S. Miller, '08
Farmer. Bridgewater, Va.
Ella E. Miller, '08
Student, Bridgewater, College.
Frederick Moherman, '09
Bookkeeper in Bank, Ashland, Ohio.
Sue B. (Shaver) Miller, '08
Bridgewater, Va.
Ottie F. (Showalter)Myers, '99 Bridgewater, Va.
Mamie K. Myers, '04
Teacher, Broadway, Va.
Mollie E . (Zigler) Myers, '06 Trevilians, Va.
Sallie V. (Garber) Myers, '99 Greenmount, Va.
Nellie B. Myers, '08
Teacher, Pleasant Hill, Va.
Lelia S. (Miller) Neff, '01
Mt. Jackson Va.
Emma L. (Funk) Pence, '93 Greenmount, Va.
Joseph Pence, '87
Minister and Teacher, Port Republic, Va .
Samuel Pence, '87
Minister and Farmer, Port Republic, Va.
L. V. Price, '07
Medical Student, University of Virginia.
Nicholas E. Reeves, '06
Miller, Mt. Solon, Va.
Sarah Virgnia Roller, '08
Student, State Normal School, Harrisonburg, Va.
J. E. Rolston, '89
Minister and Teacher, Sheldon, Iowa .
Emma Rothgeb, '98
Spokane, Washington.
Charles D. Sanger, '03
Teacher, Sangerville, Va.
Lizz~e S. (Sanger)Johnson,'91 South Bend, Ind.
Lewis C. Sanger, '01
Merchant, Bridgewater, Va.
Isaac C. Sanger, 108
Minister and Farmer,' R. F. D ., L inville, Va.
S. A. Shaver, 193
Teacher, Troutville, Va.
Mary Agnes Shipman, 109
Bridgewater, Va.
Pearl M. Showalter, 109
Teacher, North River, Va.
Nellie C. Sipe, '06
Bridgewater, Va.
Bertha Spitzer, 700
Teacher, Broadway, Va.
John B. Stone, '08
Medical Student, University of Virginia.
H.M.Strickler,B.A.,LL.B., 102 Attorney at Law , Clarendon, Va.
N ora R. (Andes) Strickler, 100 Bridgewater, Va.
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O. w. Thomas, 04
C. E. Trout, '89

Professor in Bridgewater College.
Minister and Bookkeeper, N. & W.R. R.,
Roanoke, Va.
Benjamin F. Wampler, '09
Professor in Elizabethtown College, Penn.
J W Wampler, '89
Minister and Farmer, Edom, Va.
Lera.Wampler, '08
Student Bridgewater College.
Savilla Wenger, '03
Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.
J. D. Wenger, '07
Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.
William A. Wine, '06
Quicksburg, Va.
M. Doak Woodward~ '07
Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.
J. w. Wright, 794
Minister and Farmer, New Hope, Va .
Nettie D. (Ecker) Wright, '04 New Hope, Va
Charles C. Wright, 'OO
Farmer, R. F. D., Bridgewater, Va.
Frank J. Wright, 105
Farmer Bridgwater, Va.
Anna C. Zigler, '09
Broadway, Va.
Isaac N. Zigler, '06
Minister and Student in Bridgewater College.
Minister and Teacher, Bays, W. Va.
J. s. Zigler, '02
Minister and Farmer, Harrisonburg, Va .
S. D. Zigler, '99
Prin. Garbers' Academy, Va.
Charles H. Zigler, '08
1

GRADUATES IN TWO YEARS' COURSE .
Teacher and Farmer, Waynesboro, Va.
Teacher, Mt. Sidney, Va.
Minister and Professor in Manchester College, Ind.
Clerk in Treasurv, Washington, D. C.
Edna D. Miller, '01
Professor in Elizabethtown College, Pa.
Benjamin F. Wampler, '01

J.

E. Brower, '94
Fanny (Craun) Coffman, '94
P. B. Fitzwater, D. D. '94

GRADUATES IN BIBLE DEPARTMENT.
Minister, Barren Ridge, Va.
Minister and Secretary, Bridgewater College, Bridgewater, Va
North River, Va.
Pearl M. Showalter, '09
Hetty (Wampler) Sanger, '04 Vienna, Va.
Geo. W. Flory, '08
Pastor Church of the Brethren, Covington ,
Ohio.
Vernie Flory, '09
Nokesville, Va.
Mattie E. Roller, '09
Teacher, Timberville, Va.
Barbra Ellen Wampler, '09
Weyers Cave, Va.
Nelie F. Wampler, '09
Weyers Cave, Va.

N. W. Coffman, 02
S. L. Bowman, '02

GRADUATES IN MUSIC DEPARTMENT.
TEACHERS' COURSE.

Sallie E. Acker, '08
Edna Bader, '05

Teacher, Linville Depot. Va.
Teacher, McGaheysville, Va.
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Teacher of Music, Bridgewater, Va.
Minnie Bradburn, '92
Music Student, Harrisonburg, Va.
Effie M. Click, '07
Newport News, Va.
A. B. Coffman, '07
Professor of Music, Bridgewater College.
W. Z. Fletcher, '04
Washington, D. C.
Oda (Shaver) Flora, '07
Clerk, Treasury Dept., Washington. D . c.
L. S . Flora, '07
Teacher of Music, Bridgewater College.
Zula Gochenour, '06
Laura M. (Emswiler) Huls, '04 Winston-Salem, N. C.
Student Bridgewater College.
Frances V. Kerlin , '08
Teacher of Music, Jena Seminary, Jena,La.
A. E . Long, '04
Teacher of Music, Ft. Seybert, W. Va.
A. D. Lough, '02
Los Angeles, Cal.
Ella (Wine) Miller. '91
Music Student, Harrisonburg Va.
Edith Miller, '07
Professor of Music, Alabama Central FeE. D. Naff, '02
male College, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Teacher of Music, Glade Hill, Va.
B. C. Poindexter, '05
Professor in Bridgewater College .
Charles William Roller, '03
Nokesville, Va.
Pearl Z. Shaffer, '08
Farmer, Moores Store, Va.
J. D. Shaver, '97
Pleasant Valley, Va.
Maude Showalter, '05
Student, Bridgewater College.
B. F. Sink, '07
Flora .ti. (Good) Wampler, '01 Teacher of Music, Elizabethtown College,
Pa.
B. F. Wampler, '04
Professor in Elizabethtown College, Pa.
Effie L. (Yount) Wine, ' 89
Deceased.
Ella G. Wright, '06
Fairfield, Oho.
Ethel V. (Bowman) Wright'09 Bridgewater, Va.
PIANO COURSE.

Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.
Graduate Student, Northwestern Univerversity, Evanston-Chicago.
Edith A. Miller, '09
Bridgewater, Va.
Flora H. (Good) Wampler, '02 Teacher in Elizabethtown College, Pa.
Georgia N. Dinkel, '09
Ernest Hall, '08

VOICE COURSE.

Effie Mae Click, '09

Dayton, Va.

GRADUATES IN COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.

J.

F. Alley, '05
H. L. Andrew, '03
0 . A. Arey, '07
R. E. Arnold, B. E., '90

J.
J.

W. Arnold, '91
T. Arnold, '91

Bridgewater, Va.
Mt. Solon, Va.
Farmer, Mossy Creek, Va.
Business Manager Brethren Publishing
House, Elgin, Ill.
Luckettsville, Va.
Deceased.
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D.T.Gochenour,B.E .,M.D.,'01 Physician, Washington, D. C.
W. J. Gochenour, '95
Farmer, Maurertown, Va.
I. T. Good, '93
Deceased.
N. C. Grabill, '90
Farmer and Contractor, Westminster, Md.
W. W. Harloe, M. D., '93
Physician and Surgeon, Metoaka, W. Va.
J. W . Harpine, '00
Farmer,and Commissioner of the Revenue
Hamburg, Va.
'
Teacher, Washington, D. C.
B. M. Hedrick, '01
J. D. Hinegardner, '01
Bookkeeper in Auditing Department of
Adams Express Co ., Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. C. Hinegardner, . '06
With Adms Express Company, Washington, D. C.
Farmer, Sangersville, Va.
C. A. Hogshead, '96
W. H. Holsinger, '90
Teacher, Henrietta, Pa.
V . L. Hoover, '91
Farmer, Swope, Va.
W. C. Hoover, '89
Minister, Farmer and Stockman, Timberville, Va.
Student, Bridgewater College.
D. H. Hoover, '03
E. M. Hoover, '07
Assistant Cashier Farmers and Merchants
Bank, Timberville, Va.
Stenographer, Newport News, Va.
Mrs. Carrie Hopkins, ' 91
G. B. Huffman, '01
Farmer, Milnesville, Va.
W. P. Huffman, '05
Stenographer and Bookkeeper, Camdenon-Gauly, W. Va.
Mary Augusta Irvine, '03
Bridgewater, Va.
D. S. Kagey, '96
Farmer, Dayton, Va.
L. S. Caricofe, '93
Farmer and Stockman, Stover, Va.
Elk Lick, Pa.
A. J. Keim, '89
W . C. Kersh, '91
Farmer, Milnesville, Va.
T. D. Kinsie, '89
Farmer, Troutville, Va.
Frank M. Landes, '08
Mt. Sidney, Va.
J . T. Layman, '88
Minister, Amsterdam, Va.
E. A. Leatherman, '02
Buffalo, N. Y.
H. W . Long, '02
Port Republic, Va.
W. M. Lyon, '91
Minister, Washington, D. C.
Angella Marshall, '92
Deceased.
Farmer, Hagerstown, Md.
J. A. Martin, '03
A. B. McKinney, '00
Merchant, Bridgewater, Va.
Farmer, Hoods Mill, Md.
J. C. McKinney, '94
Druggist, New York City.
J. R. McNair, ' 03
J. W. C. Miller, '89
Real Estate Agent, Roanoke, Va.
Minor W. Miller, '09
Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.
Oscar S. Miller, '05
Minister and Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.
S. C. Miller, '01
Farmer, New Hope, Va.
Bookkeeper, Bluefield, W. Va.
Herman C. Miller, '03

